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see also:
http://hml.org/hiphive/stats.html
http://www.hawaii.gov/health
http://hypatia.slis.hawaii.edu/~hla/vol45a5.html
http://www.cpja.ag.state.hi.us/

Title: Health surveillance survey : report for years 1989-1992
Honolulu, Hawaii : Office of Health Status Monitoring, 1996

Other Entries: Health Surveys Hawaii
Chronic diseases Hawaii Statistics
Hawaii Statistics, Medical

LOCN: HAWN REF
LOCN: HMLTN REF
CALL # R854.U5 H377 no. 62

Includes ethnic statistics.
Statistics used by broad area of Oahu - East, Central, West, Waianae, Windward.

Title: Life expectancy in the state of Hawaii, 1980 and 1990
Honolulu, HI : Dept. of Health, Office of Health Status Monitoring, 1996

Other Entries: Life expectancy Hawaii
Mortality Hawaii Tables

LOCN: HAWN REF
LOCN: HMLTN
CALL # R854.U5 H377 no. 63

Includes ethnic statistics.

Title: Vital statistics supplement
Annual

Other Entries: Public health Hawaii Periodicals
Hawaii Statistics, Medical Periodicals

LOCN: HAWN
LOCN: HAWN REF
LOCN: HMLTN
LOCN: HMLTN REF
CALL # RA386 .B12 1996

Includes ethnic statistics.
Title: **Hawaii health care perspect.**

**Hawaii health care in perspective**

Lawrence, KS : Morgan Quitno Corp., c1993-

Annual

Contains data derived from: Health care state rankings

Other Entries: Delivery of Health Care Hawaii statistics

Health Care Costs Hawaii statistics

Health Status Indicators Hawaii statistics

Vital Statistics Hawaii periodicals

Medical care Hawaii Statistics

LOCN: HAWN

LOCN: HAWN REF

LOCN: HMLTN REF

CALL # RA407.4.H3 H32 1998

Title: **Health trends in Hawaii**

Honolulu : Hawaii Medical Service Association Foundation, 1994-

Other Entries: Medical care Hawaii Statistics

Health facilities Hawaii Statistics

LOCN: HAWN

LOCN: HAWN REF

LOCN: HMLTN REF

CALL # RA407.4 .H3 H43

Title: **Vital signs Hawaii : key indicators of health status in Hawaii**

Prepared by the Hawaii Health Department, Office of Health Status Monitoring

Updated by supplement, published in 1996

Other Entries: Medical status indicators Hawaii

Chronic diseases Hawaii Statistics

LOCN: HAWN

LOCN: HAWN REF

LOCN: HMLTN REF

CALL # RA407.4 .H3 V58 1994


Title: **Vital sign Hawaii : 1995 supplement**

Hawaii Dept. of Health, Office of Health Status Monitoring

[Honolulu, Hawaii] : The Office, [1997]

Other Entries: Medical status indicators Hawaii

Chronic diseases Hawaii Statistics

Hawaii Statistics, Medical

LOCN: HAWN

LOCN: HAWN REF

LOCN: HMLTN REF

CALL # RA407.4 .H3 V58 1997
Author: Annie E. Casey Foundation
Title: Kids Count data on Asian, Native American, and Hispanic children: findings from the 1990 census
Baltimore, MD: Annie E. Casey Foundation, [1995?].

Other Entries: Children--United States
Asian American children--United States
Indian children--United States
Hispanic American children--United States

LOCN: HAWN
CALL # HQ792 .U5 K537 1995

Includes data on Native Hawaiian children.

Title: 1997 Hawaii youth risk behavior survey report
[Honolulu]: Office of Instructional Services/General Education Branch, Dept. of Education, State of Hawaii, [2000]

Other Entries: Youth Health and hygiene Hawaii Statistics
Risk-taking (Psychology) in adolescence Hawaii Statistics

LOCN: HAWN REF
LOCN: HMLTN
CALL # RA447 .H3 N56 2000

Publisher: Hawaii Dept. of Health, Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division, 2001
Subject(s): Teenagers--Drug use--Hawaii--Statistics.
Teenagers--Tobacco use--Hawaii--Statistics.
Teenagers--Alcohol use--Hawaii--Statistics.
Teenagers--Substance use--Hawaii--Statistics.

LOCN: HAWN REF
LOCN: HMLTN REF
CALL # HV5135 .H383 2001

Title: Hawaii's health risk behaviors
[Honolulu]: Hawaii State Dept. of Health, Health Promotion & Education Office, 1988 - Annual
"Results of a statewide telephone survey of adult residents."

Other Entries: Health surveys Hawaii Periodicals

LOCN: HAWN REF
CALL # RA407.4.H3 H34 1993
Title: Native Hawaiian population by district and census tract in Census
   [Honolulu] : Alu Like, Inc., [2001]

Other Entries: Hawaiians Statistics.
               Hawaii Population Statistics.

LOCN: HAWN
LOCN: HAWN REF
LOCN: HMLTN
CALL # DU624.65 .H378 2001

Title: Native Hawaiian data book
       Honolulu : Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Planning & Research Office, [1994-
                   Biennial

Other Entries: Hawaiians Statistics
               Hawaii Population Statistics

LOCN: HAWN
LOCN: HAWN REF
LOCN: HMLTN REF
CALL # DU624.65 .N34 1998


Title: A mortality study of the Hawaiian people, 1900-1990

Other entries: Hawaiians--Mortality
               Mortality--Hawaii

LOCN: HAWN
LOCN: HAWN REF
LOCN: HMLTN
LOCN: HMLTN REF
CALL #: RA448.5 .H38 L66 1995

Title: Ke Ala Hoku critical indicators report.
Also called: Critical indicators report
             Honolulu : Ke Ala Hoku, Hawaii Community Services Council, [1996]

Other entries: Benchmarking (Management) Hawaii.
               Community development Hawaii  Citizen participation.
               Hawaii  Statistics.

LOCN: HAWN REF
LOCN: HMLTN REF
CALL #: HN79 .H33 C625 1996